LINE2design, Inc. Manual Track Stair Chair Track Stair Chair - Yellow
Item # 70007-Y
Adjustable Patient
Head Support

Padded Upper Control
lift and position for operator
Molded Hand Grips
Non-Locking Handles

Patient Arm-Rest/Hand-Grip

Stair Tread System

Heavy Duty Cross-Body
Restraint System

5” Back Wheels with Brakes
Foot brake on each back wheel
2” Leg Restraint

Footrest

The handles in front of the Manual
Track Stair Chair extend for easy
transportation.
Push the red button to release the
front handles.
Make sure the handles are fully
extended, 14.25” and locked into
position prior to use.

4” Front Swivel Wheels

Specifications & Features
LINE2design Manual Track Stair Chair
Model #
Length:
Width:
Height:
Height:
Weight:
Max. Load:











70007-Y
31 ½ “
20 ½ “
40 ½ “with Operator Handle down
62” with Operator Handle extended up
40 lbs.
400 lbs

Molded Hand Grips
Heavy-duty cross-body restraint for patient safety
5 “ Rear wheels for smoother transportation
4 “ Front swivel wheels
Adjustable head support
Two rear wheel foot brakes
Easy set-up
Folds compactly for efficient storage
Manual Track Stair Chair Tread System for controlled
transportation down stairs
Bright yellow for high visibility

Molded Hand Grips
Non-locking handles lift up to
transport patient
Handles fold down for storage

Track angle with 3 position adjustment
To transport a patient: Push red bar towards
chair, then pull up to extend the Track out
until it locks into place.
When storing the chair: Push Red bar towards
chair and push all the way down until Track
locks into place.
Always make sure Track is locked in place

Push in bar towards chair to raise or
lower the upper handle
Always make sure upper handle is
in position prior to use
Easy to adjust
Patient Head Support

The handles in front of the Manual Track Stair
Chair extend for easy transportation. Push
down on red button to extend or retract.
Make sure the front handles are fully
extended and locked into place before use.
Handle Length: 14.25”
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Rear Wheel Brakes
(both wheels)
To apply brakes:
Push down on red lever
To release brakes:
Push down on grey lever

Foot-rest for patient stability

4” Front Swivel Wheels

Patient Arm-Rest/Hand-Grips

OPERATION GUIDELINES
LINE2design, Inc. MANUAL TRACK STAIR CHAIR-70007Y
Please keep these instructions for future reference. Store with the Stair Chair for reference and/or new users.
Go to YouTube to view an instructional demonstration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGnEvGToo5Y


Only operate the LINE2design Manual Track Stair Chair as outlined in the instructions.



Operator trainees need to:
o Read and understand this manual.
o Be trained on the use of the chair.
o Practice with the chair before using it with a patient.
o NEVER use the chair with untrained operators.



Always perform a complete inspection on the stair chair before storing and prior to each use. Ensure the chair
is free from any defects and that the chair is working properly. Check all bolts, screws, safety belts, wheel
brakes, track system and lift handles are working properly.
Operators using the chair need: a working knowledge of emergency patient-handling procedures, and the ability
to assist the patient.
Always use two trained personnel when operating the Manual Track Stair Chair. A third person as a
helper/spotter is recommended.
Only use the wheel locks during patient transfer in and out of the chair.
Always use cross-body and leg straps to secure the patient in the Manual Track Stair Chair prior to use. An
unrestrained person may fall and be injured.
Do not attempt to transport patient loads greater than what you can safely lift.
Always advise the patient before you move the chair, ascend or descend stairs.
Always stay with the patient, and keep control of the chair at all times.
To avoid tipping, do not apply a wheel lock when the Manual Track Stair Chair is in use or when moving.
Always insure that the tracking system is locked before transporting a patient.
Condensation, water, ice, or debris on the track system of the Manual Track Stair Chair can cause unpredictable
performance that may result in sudden change of the weight that the operators must support.
Avoid getting dirt or other debris inside the tracks.
The Manual Track Stair Chair may not work properly on all stair surfaces and in all weather conditions. You may
encounter varying degrees of resistance. Water, ice or debris on the stairs can affect the operator’s footing and
proper operation of the Manual Track Stair Chair.
Always make sure the path is clear or use an alternate route.
DO NOT modify the Manual Track Stair Chair; only use the chair as built and assembled by LINE2design.
Before and after each use ensure the Manual Track Stair Chair is working properly and in good condition.
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INSTRUCTIONS
LINE2design, Inc. MANUAL TRACK STAIR CHAIR-70007Y
Please keep these instructions for future reference. Store with the Stair Chair for reference and/or new users.

SETUP
 Remove all packaging materials before use
 NEVER modify the chair to fit in storage area/compartment

To Unfold Manual Track Stair Chair
1. Stand behind the chair
2. Apply wheel locks on both rear wheels
3. Pull the backrest and extension handle away from
each other
4. Pull up on the seat to make sure that it is locked in the
unfolded position
5. If the chair does not fold then the chair is locked
To Fold the Manual Track Stair Chair
1. Apply the wheel locks on both rear wheels
2. Buckle the cross-body restraint straps
3. Stand at the side of the chair and pull up on the red
lock bar at the rear of the chair
4. Tip the chair forward
5. Fold the seat up to the back rest; buckle the leg
restraint around the chair to keep the chair in a folded
position.

NEVER
Use the Manual Track Stair Chair
with suspected cervical, spinal or
fracture injuries.

NEVER
Leave a patient unattended while in
the Manual Track Stair Chair.
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LINE2design Manual Track Stair Chair Instructions
Always keep these instructions for future reference. Store with the Stair Chair for reference and/or new users.
TRANSPORTING PATIENTS









Using the chair to move up stairs requires a minimum of two trained operators working together.
Use additional help as needed to control the chair.
LINE2design recommends that the two operators face each other when transporting a patient on stairs and that
a third trained person, “spot” for the head-end operator.
Follow your local protocols when using the Manual Track Stair Chair.
Always use safety restraints.
Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the stairs before using the stair chair.
Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the track system and belts before using the chair on stairs.
Verify that the track system is locked in the open position before using the chair on stairs.

TRANSPORTING PATIENT DOWN STAIRS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

Always transport a patient on the Manual Track Stair Chair with a minimum of two operators.
Using a third person as a helper/spotter is highly recommended.
Apply and adjust the patient head-rest to fit directly behind the patients head.
Buckle and adjust cross-body restraint and leg restraint. Make sure the patient is secure before moving the
chair.
Roll the chair to the stairs and align it with the edge of the first step.
Foot-end operator: Push the release buttons to extend the foot end lift handles and extend the handles until
they lock into place.
Head-end operator: Use one hand to push the red bar in and pull up, use the other hand to pull up and fully
extend the handle. Release the handle and make sure that the handle is locked on both sides in the fully
extended position.
Push forward the red track release bar against the back of the chair. Relax your grip on the release bar and
forcefully pull the Manual Track Stair Chair system to a fully extended position until both sides lock securely.
Always make sure that both sides of the Track Stair Chair tread system are locked by trying to fold it back up.
Operators face each other while descending stairs.
Head-end Operator: Tilt the chair back just far enough to allow the tread system to contact the floor.
Both operators: Glide down the stairs until the treads are level across the edges of two or three steps.
 Head-end Operator: Apply slight downward pressure on the extendable upper control handle while the
 Foot-end Operator applies slight upward pressure on the foot end lift handles to keep the chair from
rocking forward as it glides down the stairs.
Foot-end Operator: When the track reaches the last step, release the front handles.
Head-end Operator: Allow the chair to tip forward until all for wheels are on the ground. Roll the chair.

LINE2design Manual Track Stair Chair Instructions
TRANSPORTING PATIENT UP STAIRS
1. Buckle and adjust cross-body restraint and leg restraint. Make sure the patient is secure before
moving the chair.
2. Using the chair to move up stairs requires a minimum of two trained operators working together.
3. Use additional help as needed to control the chair.
4. LINE2design recommends that the two operators face each other when transporting a patient on stairs
and that a third trained person, “spot” for the head-end operator.
5. Follow your local protocols for using stair chairs.
6. Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the stairs before using the chair.
7. Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the track system and belts before using the stair chair on
stairs.
8. Verify that the track system is locked in the open position before using the chair on stairs.
9. Both Operators: Roll the chair backward near the bottom of the stairs and engage the wheel locks.
10. Open the track system and verify that it is locked.
11. Operators raise the lift bar and/or extend the foot-end lift handles to the desired positions and verify
that all handles are locked into place.
12. If using a third person: Stand above the head-end operator with a hand on the operator’s back to help
steady and guide him/her throughout the ascent.
13. Head-end Operator: Disengage the wheel locks.
14. Both Operators: Together, tilt the chair back until the top of the track belts touch the edge of the
lowest step of the stairway.
15. Head-End Operator: Make sure the track system is aligned with the stairs and start the belts moving in
the proper direction to ascend the stairs.
16. Both Operators: Together, guide the chair to climb the stairway. The tracks should engage two or three
steps. This establishes the glide angle.

If either operator needs to pause or rest while descending or ascending the stairs, tilt the
chair forward just enough to allow the rear wheels to rest on the tread of the stair. To
continue down the stairs from the resting position, the Head-end Operator will exert slight
downward pressure on the upper control handle while the Foot-end Operator provides slight
upward pressure to tilt the chair back and activate the Manual Track Stair Chair system.
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CLEANING AND STORING


Clean the Manual Track Stair Chair with a clean cloth or soft brush and warm soapy water



Rinse with warm water and air dry completely



Do NOT clean with products containing bleach or phenol



A stiff bristled brush can be used if necessary



Always clean the chair before storing



Make sure the chair is completely dry before storing



Make sure there are no rocks or debris in the track before storing



Make sure the chair is NOT damaged and working properly before storing



Store in a clean and dry area



Do Not Lubricate Manual Track Stair Chair System or any other part of the track system.



Lubricants on the belts or track can cause the chair to perform unpredictably, resulting in
injury to the patient and/or operators.



If track or belts pick up oil or grease during use, clean the track and belts with a mild allpurpose cleaner before using the chair again.



DO NOT lubricate the track on the Manual Track Stair Chair.
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